APPENDIX A

ACTIONS IDENTIFIED IN SIMS' STUDY
Archery  Climbing Stairs  Fishing
Asking  Collect Cans  Fixing
At School  Coming Home  Fixing Car
Baby Strolling  Cooking  Fixing Fence
Bathing  Crying  Fixing Hair
Being Mad  Cutting Meat  Fixing Porch
Boating  Dancing  Fixing Motorcycle
Bouncing Ball  Decopaging  Fixing Table
Brushing Hair  Delivering Mail  Fixing Stove
Brushing Teeth  Digging  Flying Airplane
Building Fire  Digging a Hole  Flying Kite
Building Models  Doing Gymnastics  Folding Wash
Building Rockets  Doing Paperwork  Gardening
Building Walls  Doing Homework  Getting Clothes
Buying  Doing Schoolwork  Getting Drinks
Calling  Drawing  Getting Food
Camping  Dressing  Getting Mail
Carrying  Drilling  Getting Picture Took
Carrying Table  Drinking  Gluing
Cartwheels  Drinking Beer  Going to Work
Changing Baby  Drinking Kool-aide  Going on a Date
Changing Light  Driving a Boat  Golfing
Chasing  Driving a Car  Greeting
Cheering  Driving a Go-cart  Hammering
Chopping Wood  Driving a Tractor  Hanging out Clothes
Cleaning  Driving on a Trip  Hanging up Picture
Cleaning Camper  Driving to Work  Helping with Table
Cleaning Desk  Drying Clothes  Helping Dad
Cleaning Floor  Drying Dishes  Helping Mom
Cleaning Furniture  Drying Dishes  Hiking
Cleaning Garage  Drying Hair  Hitting a Ball
Cleaning House  Dusting  Hoeling
Cleaning Room  Eating  Holding
Cleaning Shelves  Emptying Trash  Holding Cat
Cleaning Sink  Exercising  Holding Dog
Cleaning Table  Feeding Cat  Hugging
Cleaning Windows  Feeding Child  Hunting
Clip Grass  Feeding Dog  Ironing
Climbing  Feeding Fish  Joking
Climbing Ladder  Filling Gas Can  Jumping on Tramp
Climbing Rocks  Fighting  Jumping Rope
contd...
Kicking Ball  Playing Checkers  Resting
Kissing  Playing Croquet
Kneeling  Playing Dolls
Knocking  Playing Drums
Lifting Weights  Playing Frisbee
Lifting Wood  Playing Football
Lighting Fire  Playing Foursquare
Listening to Music  Playing Games
Listening to Radio  Playing Guitar
Listening to Stereo  Playing Hockey
Loading Hay  Playing Horseshoes
Looking  Playing in the Hose
Looking at Brother  Playing Kickball
Looking at Dad  Playing Music
Looking for Something  Playing the Piano
Making Bed  Playing Pin Ball
Making Dolls  Playing Ping Pong
Modeling  Playing Pool
Mopping  Playing Puppets
Moving  Playing Records
Mowing  Playing Soccer
Opening a Door  Playing T-Ball
On a Picnic  Playing Tennis
Packing Clothes  Playing Tetherball
Painting  Playing with Balloons
Petting Cat  Playing with the Cat
Petting Dog  Playing with Dad
Photographing  Playing with the Dog
Picking Berries  Playing with Toyo
Picking Flowers  Posing
Picking Fruit  Pouring Coffee
Picking up Clothes  Pouring Drinks
Picking up Trash  Preaching
Planting Grass  Pulling Wagon
Planting Trees  Pulling Weeds
Playing  Putting Clothes Away
Playing Army  Putting Dishes Away
Playing Ball  Putting on Lipstick
Playing Badminton  Raking
Playing Basketball  Reaching
Playing Cards  Reading
Playing Catch  Reading Book
Playing Checkers  Reading Newspapers
Playing Croquet  Remodeling
Playing Dolls  Resting
Playing Drums  Riding Bikes
Playing Frisbee  Riding Horses
Playing Football  Riding Motorbikes
Playing Foursquare  Riding Snowmobiles
Playing Games  Rocking Baby
Playing Guitar  Rollerskating
Playing Hockey  Rug Hooking
Playing Horseshoes  Running
Playing in the Hose  Sawing
Playing Kickball  Saying Goodbye
Playing Music  Selling
Playing the Piano  Selling Insurance
Playing Pin Ball  Serving Coffee
Playing Ping Pong  Serving Food
Playing Pool  Setting Table
Playing Puppets  Sewing
Playing Records  Shaking Hands
Playing Soccer  Shopping for Food
Playing T-Ball  Sightseeing
Playing Tennis  Sitting
Playing Tetherball  Skating
Playing with Balloons  Skiing
Playing with the Cat  Skipping
Playing with Dad  Sleeping
Playing with the Dog  Sliding
Posing  Smiling
Pouring Coffee  Smoking
Pouring Drinks  Standing
Preaching  Standing on Head
Pulling Wagon  Starting a Fire
Pulling Weeds  Sun Bathing
Putting Clothes Away  Sweeping
Putting Dishes Away  Swimming
Putting on Lipstick  Swinging
Raking  Talking
Reaching  Talking in School
Reading  Talking on Phone
Reading Book  Talking to Brother
Reading Newspapers  Taking out Garbage
Remodeling  Taking out Trash
contd...
Taking Care of Baby
Taking Care of Brother
Throwing Ball
Training a Dog
Trying on Clothes
Turning on Water
Typing
Twirling Baton
Vacuuming
Waiting
Waking Dad
Walking
Walking Dog
Walking on Fence
Walking on Water
Washing
Washing Car
Washing Clothes
Washing Dishes
Washing Dog
Washing Floor
Washing Sink
Washing Table
Washing Windows
Watering
Watering the Dog
Waterskiing
Watching
Watching Brother
Watching TV
Waving
Weeding
Weightlifting
Woodworking
Working
Working on Paper
Writing
Writing on Board
Yawning
Yelling